HoTT Environmental Film Club - Film Night 13th April 2017 Food theme
List of Films to show on the night
Ref
Theme
Title

2 Food

Health

Feature FIlm
That Sugar film

Year

2015

Length Ratings
Mins
Various
94

Description

IMDB 7.7 THAT SUGAR FILM is one man’s journey to discover the bitter truth

Director or
Producer

3

Short video clips
Resources Feeding 9 Billion

2014

12.21

2 Food

Health

2015

3.56

Rise in Obesity

YouTube
245,000
views

By 2050 there will be 9 billion people on the planet - but will there be
enough food for everyone? Food security expert Dr Evan Fraser guides
you through a whiteboard presentation of his solution to the Global
Food Crisis.

09/01/2018

Health

How Junk Food
marketeers target our
kids - myth busters

2013

6.24

Big Food spends close to $2 billion every year telling kids and teens
what's cool to eat through advertising, promotions, and sponsorships.
Meanwhile, across the country, fast-food chains are crowding out
grocery stores and supermarkets, narrowing the healthy food choices
available. Scary? It sure is, but together, we can work to curb this
predatory marketing and stand up for real food. We believe that
marketing targeting to children and teenagers is a public health crisis.

Web references
2

Screening licence Screening licence for https://www.youtu Film Trailer
community screening be.com/watch?v=6
uaWekLrilY
from Thunderbird
films

Evan Fraser

YouTube

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=raSHAq
V8K9c

YouTube

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=VJ9fJUh
rgvc

YouTube

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=PWOcPbXuO8

YouTube According to the World Health Organization, obesity has nearly doubled Pulitzer Centre
3,500 views since 1980. Sixty-five percent of the world's population lives in countries

YouTube
200,000
views

Web references
1

where being overweight or obese accounts for higher mortality than
being underweight or malnourished. In the United Kingdom, obesity is a
rapidly growing issue, showing no signs of slowing down. The Foresight
Report, conducted by the UK government, concluded that half the
population could be obese by 2050, while independent organizations,
such as the National Obesity Forum, predict that number will be higher.
The reports estimate that the obese population could cost the Nation
Health Service (NHS) as much as 10 billion British pounds ($16 billion) by
2050. This slideshow examines the growing debate as to the causes of
obesity. And while pressure mounts to find a resolution, London is
slowly moving towards a healthier lifestyle. Other areas of the UK,
however, tell a much different story.

2 Food

Web references

Damon Gameau

about sugar. Damon Gameau embarks on a unique experiment to
document the effects of a high sugar diet on a healthy body, consuming
only foods that are commonly perceived as ‘healthy’. Through this
entertaining and informative journey, Damon highlights some of the
issues that plague the sugar industry, and where sugar lurks on
supermarket shelves. THAT SUGAR FILM will forever change the way
you think about ‘healthy’ food.

2 Food

OrganisationLocated

RealFoodMedia
Project

3
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